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Normandie Provence Staffordshire

Olde World

Olde World styling stands the test of time, and for good reason - it offers a look of enduring sophistication. This selection 
of 1" thick designs provides a level of depth and beauty that truly sets them apart from everyday kitchens. 

Doors shown in Cherry finished in Honey wiping stain and Sable glaze. Kitchen features CRP-1389MT doors shown in Hard Maple 
finished in Frosty White Colourtone and Coffee glaze (island and range hood finished in Espresso wiping stain). 



CRP-10 CRP-20 CRP-30

CRP-10751MT CRP-1389MT Franklin

American Classic raised panel doors provide the enduring 
appeal and unmistakable craftsmanship that no other 
style can. From time-honored square panels to elegant 
arches, American Classic raised panel designs are both 
attractive and versatile. 

Close up features Presidential Square door design. Doors shown 
in Hard Maple finished in Natural and Brown glaze. 

American Classic



Albany Amesbury Bristol

Cortland Madison TW-10716

Featuring clean lines and crisp corners, Shaker doors 
continue to be a hugely popular design choice. Originating 

from 18th century America, Shaker styling remains 
prevalent today as it works extremely well in both 

traditional and contemporary settings.

Close up features Cottage door design. Doors shown 
in Cherry finished in Colonial wiping stain. 

Shaker



Aurora Savoy TW-10

Modern

Modern kitchens offer a sleek, stylish design solution. By avoiding excessive details, these contemporary doors provide an 
overall clean and spacious look –   offering an escape from today’s demanding lifestyles.

Doors shown in VG Caramelized Bamboo finished in Natural. Kitchen features Amesbury doors  
shown in Cherry finished in Espresso wiping stain and Sable glaze. 



Applied Moulding

Churchill CRP-10161 CRP-10797-Recessed Panel

Luxury kitchens call for extraordinary details and applied moulding doors bring a feeling of dimension and strength to any 
kitchen layout. The ornate styling of applied moulding designs transforms ordinary concepts into sophisticated spaces.

Doors shown in Hard Maple finished in English Toffee Truetone and Brown glaze. Kitchen features a custom door design  
in Hard Maple finished in Chestnut wiping stain (island finished in Ebony Colourtone with antiquing option). 



It’s all in the details - the distinguishing profiles and the 
alluring contours of miter doors help to create beautiful 
kitchens. Expertly crafted, miter doors bring added appeal 
and elegance to any design.

Close up features CRP-10946 door design. Doors shown in Paint Grade 
Hard Maple finished in Frosty White Colourtone and Coffee glaze.

Miters

CRP-10318 CRP-1420 CRP-10827

CRP-10875 Montclair Presidential Miter



Add beauty and value to your home with 
the custom kitchen of your dreams. From 
traditional to eclectic, from modern to 
extravagant, there is a design solution to 
satisfy everyone’s personal style. 

Constructed from high-quality materials 
by the finest craftsmen, your kitchen will 
be custom designed keeping the details 
of your lifestyle in mind. We’ll help you 
select the door design, wood specie, finish 
color and styling options that best reflect 
your personality. So let’s start building 
that warm, inviting atmosphere – the 
space for your family to share a meal, the 
room for your friends to gather – the place 
where memories are made.   

Front cover: Kitchen features CRP-10 doors 
in Paint Grade Hard Maple finished in Frosty 
White Colourtone (island shown in Cherry 
finished in Bordeaux wiping stain). 
Back cover (top): Kitchen features TW-10716 
doors in Hard Maple finished in Chesapeake 
Colourtone. 
Back cover (bottom): Kitchen features 10SQF2 
MDF doors finished in Storm Cloud Prism 
Paint (SW6249).

CUSTOM KITChENS
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